APPLICATION FOR WINDOW REPLACEMENT TO MATCH EXISTING: 1 OVER 1 DBL HUNG WOOD CLAD UNITS

ORIGINAL MULTI-DIVIDED LIGHT DBL HUNG WINDOWS.

ALL WINDOWS WERE REPLACED DURING MAJOR FACADE RENOVATIONS IN 1982 TO 1-OVER-1 DBL HUNG UNITS ACCORDING TO CO-OP BOARD RECORDS. THE ONLY HISTORIC CONFIGURATIONS THAT REMAIN ARE THE WINDOWS AT THE STAIR HALL. REFER TO SHEET 4 FOR DESIGNATION PHOTOS.
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IMAGE KEY *

PROPOSED
A - CONDENSING UNIT AT LOWER HALF OF WINDOW
B - CONDENSING UNIT AT LOWER HALF OF WINDOW

EXISTING
01 - (2) CUs AT 6TH FLOOR WINDOW
02 - CU AT LOWER HALF OF WINDOW; 4TH FLR
03 - CU AT UPPER HALF OF WINDOW; 4TH FLR

12TH FLOOR, APT 12A - AREA OF WORK

771 WEST END AVENUE - 3D VIEW FROM WEST END AVENUE
01 - (2) CONDENSING UNITS AT 6TH FLOOR WINDOW; FULL WINDOW

02 - CONDENSING UNIT AT 4TH FLOOR WINDOW; LOWER HALF WITH DOUBLE HUNG ABOVE

03 - CONDENSING UNITS AT 4TH FLOOR WINDOW; UPPER HALF WITH DOUBLE HUNG BELOW
A - CONDENSING UNIT AT LOWER HALF OF WINDOW WITH AWNING UNIT ABOVE
B - CONDENSING UNIT AT LOWER HALF OF WINDOW WITH DOUBLE HUNG ABOVE TO MATCH 4TH FLR INSTALLATION
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